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Congratulations to Richard Somerton for his impressive Angler of the Year
(AOY) win, which won him a $1000 cheque from Mortgage Corp, as well
as, the opportunity to head to the USA to fish for bass alongside legendary
Aussie pro angler, Carl Jocumsen.
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At the Australian championship the team to represent Australia at the World
Championship in Amal, Sweden in May, 2018 was announced. I’m sure the
2018 team members will do Australia proud, as all the Aussie anglers have
done in the six previous world championships. You will find more information
on the team in the following pages of the newsletter.
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Well done to the Team Australia members who competed in the recent
China Open Final and particularly to Corey Gallagher who became the third
Australian to win the coveted event, picking up a very impressive prize purse.
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I look forward to seeing you all in 2018 for the historic 10th anniversary of
the Hobie Fishing Series. Hobie Fishing has some massive things planned
for Series 10, so strap yourself in for the most exciting Hobie series ever!
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Thanks to all those who supported the series in 2017, we hope you convince
your family and friends to join us in our 10th anniversary year.
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I would like to welcome two new sponsors on board for the 2018 series,
Lurefans from China and the incredible Aussie lure company Cranka.

Back Cover

Subscribe; Hobie Kayak Fishing Series Sponsors

It’s all over for 2017 and another superb national series has finished
after the Australian Championship was battled out in Mandurah, Western
Australia. We saw an amazing performance by Paul Burton who reeled in the
Australian Championship - the first time by a Western Australian - ahead of
44 other incredible kayak anglers from across Australia.

The top ten AOY finishers from 2017 will be competing in an up-coming
team based tournament fishing out of PA17T kayaks in North Queensland
for Sooty Grunter and Barramundi, the 2018 Sootie-Barra Bash.

Thank you to the Hobie dealer network and to our sponsors, Daiwa, Berkley,
Atomic, Lowrance, Rhino-Rack, Power-Pole, Strike Pro, JML Anglers
Alliance, TT Lures, Mortgage Corp, Pro Lure and Hobie Polarized.
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Steve Fields. Tournament Director

FANTASTIC FORSTER
RACK’IN UP THE SEASON AT

02

SWAN RIVER
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9
®

RND 11: PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

ROUND 11 OF THE HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9 KICKED OFF ON THE
SWAN RIVER, SATURDAY AUGUST 26, GIVING WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
(WA) KAYAK ANGLERS THEIR SECOND TWO-DAY EVENT FOR THE
YEAR.
In near perfect conditions, the Swan River
certainly lived up to its reputation of fishing
very well for some and difficult for others.
Anglers caught a lot of fish, but many bream
were in the 27cm – 28cm mark and it was
really, hard to find the bigger fish. One angler,
Shane Owens, who finished in 5th place after
the two days of competition, travelled 56km
in his Hobie trying to locate bigger sized fish.
GREISDORF THE GREAT
Alex Greisdorf weighed in a very healthy twoday, six bream total of 4.930kg, winning by a
healthy 1.3kg. When asked how the weekend
had gone Alex replied, “I had a great
weekend, and I am so stoked to finally win a
Hobie kayak event, I have placed before and
been in the top five but the win has alluded
me for a few years now”.
“I tried to fish ground that has been
productive for me in the past, and then it was
a matter of trying to locate where fish were
sitting. Whether they were sitting shallow or
a bit off the bank, and pretty much just like
they were a month or so ago they were a bit
out from the bank. So, I was concentrating a
bit more on casting parallel instead of at the
shoreline. A lot of guys were drifting over
the fish that I was catching”.
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“In saying that, I hardly saw anyone on either
day, so I had the area to myself and just

worked through it. On day one I was catching
most of my fish on a Zman Grubz in Motor
Oil on various weighted TT jig heads, and I
was using a new leader in 4lb Sunline, that
was fantastic. My first big fish should have
stitched me up big time, I had to change to
Motor Oil in colour to get more consistent
bite, and I was fishing a lighter drag due to
being a bit off the bank, and the fish had me
high sticking before I had him in the net”.
“It really was adrenalin packed, but really
good fun in the end and without doubt today
(Sunday) was one of the best days fishing I
have ever experienced on the Swan, one
thing I have to add is that if you don’t have the
Hobie MirageDrive 180 , then you certainly
need to make the investment, it was critical
in helping me fish the way I wanted to,
especially with the wind”.

Rods: Daiwa Battler and Duffrods
Reel: Daiwa
Braid: Sunline
Leader: Sunline FC 4lb
Lure: ZMan grubz in either motor oil or
bloodworm TT Headlockz in 1/16 and 1/12

behind me heading down river, I changed my
plan for the day, and pulled into the first set
of boats around the corner. I fished there for
a little while and picked up fish on the ZMan
Streakz in the shiner colour, and also the
Strike Pro micro vibe in black”.

YOUNG GUN SHOOTS A SECOND

“I then made the move upriver and started to
fish around Garvey Park where I picked up a
few small upgrades, and it really was literally
a 1cm upgrade each time. So, I plugged the
area a bit more and moved a bit further up,
catching roughly 20 odd legal fish for the day
upriver”.

In a determined effort to chase down the
bolter out front was young gun Joseph
Gardener weighing in 6 bream for 3.625kg
and showing an impressive level of focus. He
powered away from the start on day two and
was 50m out in front of the pack before they
knew what was happening.
When asked how his weekend had gone,
Joseph replied “On day one I headed down
river – my plan was to head to the Narrows,
then when I turned and saw 30 plus yakkers

“Day two I made the decision to head back
upriver to the spots that were so productive
the day before, and see if I could get them
to bite again. I thought it was a great move
early on catching three bream in roughly 30
minutes, and that was over about six or seven

casts, so the strike rate was looking good for the rest of the day. I thought if I
could pin a couple of the bigger ones then I might be in with a chance, but quite
typical of the Swan the first three bream I caught were the ones I weighed-in,
so it really was a struggle to find the bigger ones, there were good numbers but
not the size I needed. I’m still very happy with the result, and qualifying for the
Australian Championship in W.A will be great fun. Hopefully, the trophy will stay
in WA for once”.

Alex Greisdorf
Western Australia

Rod: JML Perfection Accurate Presentation and JML Sensation Kayak Special
Reel: Daiwa Luvias
Braid: Yamatoyo Jigging Braid
Leader: 6lb Yamatoyo Harris Fighter
Lure: Zman Streakz in Shiner Colour, Strike Pro Micro Vibe in Black
The ATOMIC BIG BREAM for the weekend was taken out by the tournamnet winner
Alex Greisdorf, with two bream from day two that would have taken top honours,
a nice 1.060kg bream that was quickly knocked off by his bigger twin at 1.080kg.
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TACKLE BOX
GEKKABIJIN AIR 2003
Refined, finesse & super light are just some of the words that describe the
all new Gekkabijin Air 2003.
A new benchmark has been set for light tackle spinning reels with the
introduction of this new model. The full Zaion body shaves weight down
to just 175g. This new model is equipped with our famous Magseal
technology helping to reduce water & foreign particle intrusion while
keeping the reel operation smooth.
The stopping power is taken care of by the ATD drag, delivering a faultless,
even drag curve which is vital for light tackle finesse styles of fishing. With
a black and red exterior, this is one serious reel with the performance to
back up its good looks.
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real Four
Zaion
Digigear II
Mag Seal
Magseal Line Roller
Air Rotor
ABS II
Air Spool
Twistbuster II
Airbail
ATD
Infinite Anti Reverse

Available now. RRP: $399.00
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PREY MINNOW
The newest addition to the Pro Lure arsenal is a soft bait called the Prey Minnow. The
design brief was to create a super realistic fleeing bait fish profile intended to tempt
predators that can’t resist the thrill of the chase. The result is a slick, streamlined,
natural presentation that we believe will become our most versatile lure. Available in
3 sizes 80mm, 105mm, and 160mm and 7 colours to cover an array of situations and
species, from bream and bass in the creeks right through to snapper, kingfish and
pelagics offshore.
A few twitches of the rod tip has the tail kicking, the lure darting from side to side like
a frantic bait fish, and the predators hunting it down. Testing has been outstanding
with all the target species responding extremely well so we can’t wait to see the
results once these get into the hands of anglers across the country.
prolureaustralia.com.au

SAMURAI’S EXPANDED TRAVELING CRUISERS

BASSDAY SUGARPEN
120

Introducing new three-piece 5’9” travel rods in two weight ranges in both spin and
casting built especially for Barramundi and Cod. These are shorter rods for pinpoint
accuracy, perfect for tight country, skinny creeks, mangroves and overgrown river
spots. The 16lb and 25lb weights are perfect for your heavier creek needs, why not
keep one in your car just encase!

Bassdays Flagship lure, the SugarPen
family has been expanded, adding to the
70mm and 95mm there is now a new
larger model the 120mm. Perfect for the
larger estuary fish as well as the offshore
species.

Cruisers come in an indestructible travel case designed to fit into your luggage and
be thrown about with no worries. The package includes a spare tip - if you’re unlucky
enough to snap your first, there’s another in the tube to get you back in the game.

Once again the 120 has all the fantastic attributes of the smaller models in the family. The 120
has excellent casting distance, with the slimline profile it produces little wind resistance to get
out further. The SugarPen’s most famous feature is the slanted cup face, which the 120 does
not disappoint, it still has that spitting action while being walked which is why the SugarPen is
so unique.

Just like the existing Cruisers, the seamless joins make these rods a joy to use, your
mates won’t even believe that the rods are multi piece! High quality AAA cork and
stylish aluminum parts make these rods a classy piece of artistry.
Model Style
Weight
Length

Coming in 6 great colours including some more specialized offshore or barra colours, this lure
is a must have for any keen surface fisherman.
Style: Floating Size: 120mm Weight: 19.5g Action: Surface Walker/Popper

CS-16-3F59
CS-25-3F59
CS-B16-3F59
CS-B25-3F59

Spin
Spin
Cast
Cast

10lb-16lb
16lb-25lb
10lb-16lb
16lb-25lb

5’9”
5’9”
5’9”
5’9

Visit www.bassday.com.au or www.facebook.com/BassdayAus
RRP- $33.95

JIGPARA AND ZOC HOOKS
Majorcraft introduces an extensive new range of lead and tungsten jigging lures — 185 versions of Japan’s number 1 salt water lures. This is
the motherlode for an angler’s whole season. The range includes:
• Vertical Short and Vertical Long Jigparas: designed with a centre balance and asymmetric body, these have a classic broad slide action,
perfect for mechanical jigging for high speed breeds and big, angry predators.
• Tungsten: the Tungsten lure is a precise and forceful lure, denser and smaller than lead to create less water resistance and sink faster for a
quick cast and catch.
• Micro: this is a true micro jig in the 3 to 10g weight range, custom designed for the smaller estuary and fresh water species.
• Vertical Slow Pitch and Slow Pitch: Two versions of the fluttering jig, designed for slow pitch style angling. These have a slow
dancing action, so the lure hangs out in the strike zone for longer, bringing in shut down or slower fish species.
Zoc Hooks:
Along with the jigs, Majorcraft releases 45 variations of the custom coated assist hooks that come in a vast range of sizes and drop lengths. All
Zoc Assist hooks feature the premium epoxy Z-Hard coating, which creates a stronger bond, keeping fish firmly on the hook once they’ve bitten.
Visit www.majorcraft.com.au or facebook.com/majorcraftaus
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WALLIS LAKE
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9
®

RND 012: FORSTER, NEW SOUTH WALES

RHINO-RACK, ROUND 12, THE FINAL ROUND OF HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9, FINISHES ON A HIGH AT THE
BEAUTIFUL SEASIDE TOWN OF FORSTER, A FAVOURITE BREAM FISHERY ON THE HOBIE TOUR.
On the September 16-17 weekend, 72
anglers from Victoria, New South Wales,
Australian Capital Territory, Queensland and
China headed to Foster, NSW to compete in
the two-day Rhino-Rack Round 12 of Hobie
Kayak Bream Series 9.
Pre-Fish Day on the Friday, saw anglers
return to the event site with a reasonable
number reporting solid bags, while a few
found the conditions quite testing.
At the start of competition on Saturday and
Sunday, in a slight run-in tide, the PowerPole Starting Line was set in front of the
Secura Lifestyle Lakeside Forster Resort in
idyllic conditions, the wind forecast was spot
on, with a light west-southwest breeze each
morning.
Event Stats over the two-day period
Total Fish Caught – 326
Total Weight – 145.45kg
Average Weight – 0.446kg
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BABEKUHL RACKS UP ANOTHER BREAM
WIN
Russell Babekuhl from Wingham, NSW,
took out the round, the last of round before
the Australian Championship in November.
Babekuhl was sitting in second position after
day one, just 200g behind the leader. He
briefly outlined his weekend fishing in and
around the oyster racks of pristine Wallis
Lake.
“During the weekend, I moved around
regularly fishing fast from Breckinridge
Channel all the way around Regatta Island
and down the Tuncurry Channel”.
“My plan was to crack a feeding pattern, then
get away from the field as much as I could.
Some of my go-to spots had anglers on them,
however, with the size of the waterway, I was
able to find some untouched water. I covered
over 26 km each day and this decision paid
off. Do the miles get the smiles”.

Rod: Abu Salty Stage KR-X 3-6kg
Reel: Abu ALX 3000
Line: 6lb Berkley Fireline Ultra 8 with 4 and
6lb vanish leader
Lure: 2” Berkley Camo Gulp Crabbie on 1/32
Nitro jighead & OSP Bent Minnow
Kayak: 2017 Hobie Pro Anger 14
GAMMIE GRABS SECOND
Jack Gammie from Sydney, NSW and the
tournament leader at the close of day one,
had a great weekend and almost pulled off
the round.
“Day one I made the 1 1/2 hour journey to
the Big 4 caravan park, fishing oyster racks
with light olive Cranka Crabs. I picked up 3
fish early and moved around the corner to
land my Atomic Big Bream which finished my
bag of 4 bream by 10am. The location then
slowed down, so I moved to another area at
the top of Cockatoo island where I upgraded
two of my fish”.

“Day 2 consisted of the same strategy, it
worked, except I had to down size my leaders
and I began using Berkley Gulp Crabbies. The
fish weren’t as big (as day one), but having
said that, I also lost -2 good fish in the last
hour”.
“It was great weekend and one that will be
remembered for some time”.
Rod: Daiwa Black Label V2 2-4kg
Reel: Daiwa Caldia B 2500
Line: Sunline Castaway PE braid 10lb and FC
Rock 6lb and 8lb leader
Lures: a light weight Cranka Crab in Olive
and Brackish Fiddler & Berkley Camo Gulp
Crabbies
Kayak: Hobie Outback
ATOMIC BIG BREAM
Jack Gammie from NSW, took out the Atomic
Big Bream $100 cash prize.

WINNERS ARE GRINNERS
1st: Russell Babekuhl NSW $2040.00 plus
Sponsor Prize Pack
2nd: Jack Gammie NSW $1060.00 plus
Sponsor Prize Pack
3rd: Michael Halliday QLD $690.00 plus
Sponsor Prize Pack
Youth Division
Jack Gammie, NSW. Sponsor Prize Pack
Women’s Division
Tameika Purnell, NSW. Sponsor Prize Pack
Masters Division
Gary Hanson, VIC. Sponsor Prize Pack
PA17T Tandem Division
Cullen & Francis Di Mattina, NSW. Sponsor
Prize Pack
First Time Competitors
Matthew Hagarty, NSW. Sponsor Prize Pack
Russell Babekuhl
Wingham, NSW
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TACKLE BOX
TD ZERO SPIN RODS FROM DAIWA
A seamless blend of technology, ascetics, and value, Td Zero
continues to ride the wave of innovation delivering ultimate
performance to Australian anglers.
HVF carbon is where is begins with Daiwa’s low resin, high
strength and density carbon creating a blank that is stripped
of unwanted weight to make it incredibly light, sensitive
and responsive. Added to HVF is Nanoplus. Nano resin is
combined with unidirectional HVF graphite fiber to produce
a blank with maximum graphite density. Light, responsive,
and crisp in action… “HVF Nanoplus” is unrivaled. The TD
Zero’s lean and mean blank design is further enhanced with
X45 and 3DX technologies eliminating blank distortion and
twist to fully unleash the maximum power and performance
of the blank.
Unmatched in style, quality and function, Fuji SIC guides
enhance blank performance for optimum casting distance,
accuracy, and control. Crisp on the cast and unyielding in
battle this series is guided to perfection with Fuji.
A blend of Daiwa’s latest advanced designs the new
generation TD Zero series is state of the art technology
blended with precision, performance, and that exclusive
Zero elegance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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HVF Nanoplus
X45
3DX
V-joint
Fuji Sic KL Guides
Daiwa Airbeam reel seats

STRIKE PRO SPINNERBAITS
Strike Pro has introduced 8 outstanding new colours in it’s popular range of Spinnerbaits
in both 1/4oz & 3/4oz sizes.
The Strike Pro Spinnerbaits feature American round silicone “silk cut” skirts that
increase the pulsating action and have extra glitter for added attraction.
They also feature ‘R’ type bend arms, quality ball bearing swivels and holographic
Colorado and Willow blades that are colour matched to the head colours.
The 1/4oz version is ideally suited for anglers targeting Bass, Redfin, Yellowbelly and
Trout whilst the larger 3/4oz version is deadly on Murray Cod, Yellowbelly and big Bass.
To find out more on the Strike Pro range and to view all the new hot Spinnerbait colours
visit the website at www.jurofishing.com

BERKLEY POWERBAIT GOTAM SHAD
Introducing the new Berkley Powerbait Gotam Shad. Its translucency, married with the inner mylar
foil give it the appearance of a real live baitfish. The firmness has been carefully studied to get the best
vibration from the paddle tail, 3D eyes and micro sparkles complete this fantastic shad. Available in
3inch and 4inch sizes and 8 killer colours the Gotam Shad perfect for a large variety of situations,there
are no rules, the Berkley Powerbait Gotam Shad does it all.
RRP $9.99

www.berkley-fishing.com.au

BERKLEY POWERBAIT DROPSHOT MINNOW
INTRODUCING the new Berkley Powerbait Dropshot Shad. Its translucency, married with the inner
mylar foil give it the appearance of a real live baitfish. 3D eyes, translucent colours and micro
sparkles complete this realistic morsel. Available in 2in and 3in sizes and six colours the Dropshot
Minnow is perfect for clear water ‘match the hatch’ applications. The Dropshot Minnow benefits
from Berkley’s legendary Powerbait scent infused into every bait. Berkley PowerBait makes novice
anglers good and good anglers great. Berkley scientists have spent over 25 years perfecting an
irresistible scent and flavour - The exclusive PowerBait formula. Fish love PowerBait so much they
hold on 18 times longer, giving you the time and confidence to feel more bites, set more hooks and
Catch More Fish!
RRP $9.99

www.berkley-fishing.com.au

ABU GARCIA SALTY STAGE KRX LIGHT CASTING
HEXA WRAP TECHNOLOGY & ADVANCED LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIALS
Introducing the next generation of sleek design and high-performance rods with the NEW Salty Stage KRX Light Casting series. Featuring high modulus carbon blanks and our RZC and HEXA
systems, the rods deliver powerful ultra-light blanks with higher break strengths and improved impact and fracture resistance. Salty Stage KRX Light Casting performance isn’t only in the blank
construction. Fuji SiC guides across the range with KR, KL-H & KL-M high frames used through the range. Lightweight Fuji ECS/VSS combines seamlessly with TiAL SENISFORE Fore-hood for
the ultimate in fingertip sensitivity. Contoured Ultralon EVA grip system handles make the SSLC one of our most comfortable and ergonomic ranges.
The 9 model range consists of 3 baitcast and 6 spin rods. Spin models; 6’11” and 7’2” Ultra-light 1-3kg, 6’8” 1.5-5kg, 7’4” 2-4kg, 7’2” 2-6kg and 7’ 4-8kg. Baitcast models; 6’3” 4-8kg, 6’6” 3-7kg
and 7’ 5-9kg. RRP $259 abugarcia-fishing.com.au
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HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9
®

2017
AUSTRALIAN

CHAMPIONSHIP
MANDURAH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

THE BEST GATHERED IN THE WEST TO BATTLE IT OUT FOR THE TITLE OF 2017
CHAMPION OF AUSTRALIA.
The Hobie Kayak Bream Series 9, Australian
Championship commenced in Mandurah,
Western Australia with the Lowrance PreFish Day on Friday, November 17 in hot, dry
conditions with a light breeze blowing across
Peel Inlet.
The field of 45 qualifying anglers competing
in the tournament came from Western
Australia (WA), South Australia (SA), Victoria
(Vic), Australian Capital Territory (ACT), New
South Wales (NSW) and Queensland (Qld).
From the event launch site, the anglers
ventured in different directions across the
arena sounding out and throwing lures at
its shallow, weedy flats, canal systems,
two channels and two feeding rivers the
Serpentine and the Murray.
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On returning to shore mid-afternoon
the majority of anglers had experienced
their first taste of the system and offered
comments that suggested that there were
fish about the canals and bridges. But the
same areas were plagued with toadfish
(blowfish), though, there were bream
among them and they were catchable with
persistence, patience and a lot of lost and
damaged lures.
Angler reports pointed to it going to be
a difficult competition, but there were
large fish about in specific locations, the
expressed fear of those that found them was
that they would shut down reasonably quick.
Most had a good day and found it interesting
having never fished in WA before, despite the
difficulties of bagging bream, they enjoyed

their first day navigating and testing out the
waterway, for many, their first experience in
a 2017 Hobie Pro Angler 14 with its forwardreverse MirageDrive 180 pedal system.

where I’ve found it a bit tough of late. Maybe
she’ll come good for me this weekend. You’ve
got to be in it to win it; anyone’s in with a
chance, so we’ll see how I go”.

Local angler Alex Greisdorf from Halls
Head in WA, the eventual runner-up in the
championship, said after pre-fishing,

Day one of the Australian Championship
kicked off early the next morning from inside
the Mandurah Quay Resort marina in a 12 to
15 kt NNW breeze with cloudy skies creating
optimal conditions for fishing.

“I had a bit of a fish to get used to the yak.
I managed to pull a few fish and lose a few.
It was a fun little day on the water, nice and
warm, the yak went well so bring on a big
three days. I won’t go the same direction
tomorrow, I’ve got something up my sleeve.
Today it was about trying out the kayak and
pedalling for a few ks (kilometres) and just
kinda (sic) having a fun day. I’ve done well
in a couple of WA comps, but unfortunately,
those results didn’t come at Mandurah,

The anglers pedalled out into Peel Inlet with
the majority chancing the hour-long pedal
to the mouth of the rivers to the west, with
some travelling for nearly an hour further
upstream. 13 anglers headed up Mandurah
Channel towards the township and the canal
systems just 20 minutes away.

Reports from sceptics of “no fish” in the
location, were soon laid to rest when by
around 8:30 am three of those anglers had
already filled their Hobie Livewells with their
three fish bag limit.
At the end of the day one session the
leaderboard was extremely close at the top
end, with Paul Burton (WA) leading the field
with three fish for 2.17kg. He was followed by
Alex Greisdorf with three fish for 2.15kg just
20g short of the lead, and Sean Higgins (WA)
was a close third with three for 2.11kg.
The leader Burton, who had been hitting the
canals, was concentrating on the older canal
in the system rather than the newer ones.
Although, he did throw lures in most and
all of his fish were caught on rock structure
close to pylons. He found the sorter rod more
advantageous when fishing around and close
to structure.
The average weight of fish caught on day one
was 520g but Higgins smashed that mark,
netting the monster of the day – at 1.29kg – in
the canals, finishing his three fish bag by 8:40
am. He caught the fish throwing at a boat
hull with a Z Man Grubz in watermelon with
a green Pro-Tec painted jighead. His Atomic
Big Bream won him $250 and at the finish
of the event it turned out to be the biggest
fish landed in the tournament. Massimo
Salomone (WA) on 1.89kg and Simon Morley
(NSW) bagging 1.72kg rounded out the top
five.
There had been some excellent fish caught
on the day, in various locations across the
arena, and many anglers from the top to the
bottom of the field, reported being busted off
by some huge fish.
Like Higgins, a lot of other anglers who did
well also had their three fish bag limit in
their Hobie XL Livewells in the early hours

of the session. Most found it much tougher
to attract the bite later in the day and
while some locations were stocked full of
squeakers lingering among the blowies (blow
fish), in the right locations, if you could find
them, had average fish at around 700g mark.
The rain teemed down on day two as anglers
headed to the start, but fortunately cleared
and excellent conditions appeared just a
few moments later. After assessing their
day one performances, many competitors
adjusted their strategies and took off in a
different direction to that of day one. Others
who bagged out, and had deliberately left
numbers of large fish in areas they had
previously worked, headed back hoping
to bag out early on the solid fish they had
sighted but had left alone.
The field split 50-50 at the turning buoys
at the start, with the “River Risk Takers”
once again chancing the long journey to the
Serpentine and Murray Rivers. At the same
time, a much larger number than on day one
headed to the canals. The canal group had
their lures wet before the “River Riskies”
had even got a third of the way to their
destinations.
It was a huge gamble to head to the rivers,
especially for those who went way upstream, getting back on time could be
difficult, particularly in a strong headwind.
There was a chance of incurring a time
penalty or even of disqualification if they
were to get back after the 3 pm deadline.
Nevertheless, many chose to travel the
distance hoping to reap the riches that won
Chris Burbidge (Vic) the 2014 Australian
Championship in that same location.
At the close of the day, Alex Greisdorf who
concentrated his plan of attack in the Murray
River and the small canal system attached to

Paul Burton
Western Australia
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AUSTRALIAN
the river had moved from second to the top
of the leaderboard with 1.79kg on the day,
accumulating a two day total of 6 fish for
3.94kg. Paul Burton dropped to second with
his day two bag of 1.73 kg and now had six
for 3.9kg over two days. Simon Morley with
the biggest bag of the day at 1.83kg moved
up to third place with six fish for 3.55kg,
knocking Sean Higgins into fourth. Higgins
finished with six for 3.30kg after pulling
in a 1.19kg bag on the day. Shane Owens
(WA) moved up into fifth on 2.71kg and Luke
Rogan (Qld) who had moved into the eighth
position won the day two Atomic Big Bream
$250 with his 960g bag kicker.
The Official Tournament Dinner took place
in the evening. Chosen by his fellow anglers,
Simon Morley’s camaraderie, sportsmanship
and dedication to the Hobie Way of Life
won him the Anglers Choice Award. He was
15

presented with a trophy and will have his
entry fee refunded. In recognition of his
volunteer assistance to his fellow angler’s
travel plans to the championship resort,
Geoff Alford (ACT) was presented with
the Mortgage Corp “Movers and Shakers”
award, a power pack and a Hobie jersey.
Michael Halliday won a Lowrance Elite-5Ti
sounder, the same fish finder, mounted on
the 2017 Hobie Pro Angler 14 kayaks used in
the championship.
The Australian Team to compete in the 7th
Hobie Fishing World Championship in Amal
Sweden in May 2018 was then announced.
Congratulations to;
Simon Morley (NSW)
Mark Young (NSW)
Jack Gammie (NSW)
Steven Pryke (Vic)
Richard Benson (NSW)

Tony Pettie (Vic)
Glenn Allen (NSW)
Richard Somerton (Vic)
Chesney Fung (Vic), Reserve
Mitch King (Vic), Reserve
Following the dinner, a sensational fireworks
display blasted into the sky off over the event
site with a huge Bang!
In ideal conditions, tournament leader Alex
Greisdorf was among the leaders of the
pack that headed straight to the Murray
River on the final day of the championship.
Third-placed Simon Morley and fifth-placed
Shane Owens were also “River Risk Takers”.
Second-placed Paul Burton let that group
go their way, and turned away to the left and
powered straight to the canals for the third
day straight, a decision that would ultimately
pay huge rewards at the 2 pm weigh-in.

Fourth-placed Sean Higgins also chose to
continue his assault on the title from the
same area he had fished on the previous two
days, and where he had caught his 1.29kg
fish on day one. He was rarely sighted fishing
outside a 300m radius over the three days of
the event.
On their return to the event site, the
Tournament Director commenced the live
weigh-in at 2 pm (AWST) in front of a large
crowd of interested onlookers.
Matt Williams from the Getaway Outdoors
Group, who were such an integral part of
the organisation of the event and Tanya
McFarlane, Mandurah Quay Resort were both
presented with trophies and jerseys signed
by the competing anglers.
As on each of the two previous days, a
$100 Donut Dough consolation prize was
presented to raise the spirits of an unlucky

CHAMPIONSHIP
continued

angler who had caught no legal sized
bream. Tameika Purnell (NSW) took the
money on day three; day two went to Greg
Cooper (WA), and on day one Kevin Boese
(NSW) won the money. Specially designed
Hobie trophies were awarded to the three
Atomic Big Bream winners, followed by
sponsor prize pack and souvenir placard
presentations to the tenth to fourth-placed
finishers in the championship.
10. Glenn Allen (NSW) 2.60kg
9. Shane Owens (WA) 2.71kg
8. Danny Jobson (NSW) 2.94kg
7. David Shanahan (Vic) 2.97kg
6. Joseph Gardner (WA) 3.27kg
5. Massimo Salomone (WA) 3.47kg
4. Simon Morley (NSW) 4.70kg
Finally, the top three anglers, in the 2017
Australian Championship, all Western
Australians, were invited one by one up on

stage. Morely had dropped out of the three
and finished in fourth place, the Western
Australians who had made the top of the
leaderboard such an exciting tussle over the
three days had regained the positions that
they had held on day one.

Greisdorf took on the Black Bream of the
Murray with –

Rod: Duff Rod 7’0” 1-5 kg
Reel: Daiwa Ignis 2505
Line: Daiwa Evo 8, 8lb Pe
Leader: Sunline FC 3lb
Lures: ZMan Swinz 3” in bloodworm and
Sean Higgins was the first on stage to be
hologram shad
greeted by Steve Fields the tournament
director. Finishing in a creditable third place, Jigheads: TT Lures Hidden weight 1/16 and
Higgins landed three more fish on day three 1/28th in shallow water
TT Lures Headlockz 1/16th size 2 in deeper
for 1.59 kg and totalled nine Black Bream
water with stinger hooks
over three days for 4.89kg.
After a massive battle for the top spot
second place fell to local Alex Greisdorf who
bagged 1.5kg up-river on day 3 giving him
nine fish for 5.54kg. He had travelled over
80km by the end of the tournament heading
to the Murray each day where he had fished
slowly, twitching with a steady retrieve.

After an epic battle, the new 2017 Hobie
Kayak Bream Series Australian Champion
Paul Burton approached the stage to rousing
applause from the enthusiastic crowd of
onlookers and fellow competitors. On day
three Burton bagged 1.91kg up in the canals
towards the Mandurah township by fishing
unweighted slow-sinking lures.

The bag weight took his total to 5.81kg, 270g
ahead of second-placed Griesdorf.
The main tackle combination used by the
new champion was –
Rod: NS Black Hole Amped, 6’6” 1-3kg
Reel: Abu Garcia Revo ALX. High Speed
Line: Sunline Bream Special 3lb
Leader: Sunline FC 3lb
Lures: Ecogear Ecogearaqua Bream Prawn
40mm in salt and pepper
An Ecstatic Burton – the first Hobie Fishing
Australian Champion from WA – proudly
hoisted the perpetual trophy over his head
to an ovation from the large crowd of proud
Western Australians.
The new Australian Champion had claimed
his title.
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Rhino-Rack’s SunSeeker awning has developed
a reputation amongst adventure lovers for its
toughness, performance and practicality. But
the engineers at Rhino-Rack aren’t known for
resting on their laurels. The new and improved
SunSeeker offers a raft of exciting new features
that has existing fans salivating, and new
converts turning their heads.
Available in two sizes, the SunSeeker is made of a
lighter, more durable fabric than its predecessor.
As tough as nails,
the 150D ripstop polycotton will ensure a long life
and maximum protection from the elements. It
also offers an improved water resistance rating of
2000mm PU, which will keep you leak free in the
heaviest of downpours.
Protective patches on the corners of the
SunSeeker have been added for improved
durability when you’re rolling and storing the
awning, which again, improves the longevity
of your SunSeeker. All hardware is covered by
rugged plastic caps, to make sure there’s no
catching or ripping during extension or retraction.
Black anodised and powder coated extrusions
are not only long lasting and resilient to bad
weather, but they also provide a sleek, stylish
aesthetic that will be the envy of your fellow
adventurers. Rhino-Rack’s easy to grab zips make
the SunSeeker simple to use, and easy to get in
and out if you’re in a hurry.
The whole bundle of SunSeeker joy is stored in
a 540gsm black PVC outer bag, keeping your
awning and its components safe from weather
damage. All the highlights of the old SunSeeker
are still there; rustproofing, tensioning tabs to aid
water run off, and high levels of compatibility with
Rhino-Rack and many other brands of roof racks,
just to name a few.
If you’re serious about adventure, then the
upgraded SunSeeker is just what you’ve been
looking for. Tough, easy to use and incredibly
effective, Rhino-Rack’s SunSeeker awning is a
must have if you’re embracing a long, hot Aussie
summer!
Rhino-Rack SunSeeker 2m RRP $309.00
Rhino-Rack SunSeeker 2.5m RRP $349.00

For further information or to find your nearest Rhino-Rack dealer visit
www.rhinorack.com.au

AUSTRALIA

REPRESENTATIVE TEAM 2018
RICHARD SOMERTON
MOUNT MARTHA , VIC
2013 World Champion
2016 World Championship Runner-up
2016 Australian Champion
2017 Australian Angler of the Year
2012 Worlds 2 Austin Texas USA
2013 Worlds 3 East Gippsland Victoria Australia
2014 Worlds 4 Amsterdam Netherlands
2015 Worlds 5 Changshu China
2016 Worlds 6 Leeville Louisiana USA
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden

TONY PETTIE

TRARALGON, VIC

Chesney Fung
Reserve 2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden
2013, 2014, 2017 Australian Championships
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 9th place
Mitch King
Reserve 2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden
2015, 2016, 2017 Australian Championships
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 10th place
2016 Worlds 6 Leeville Louisiana USA

2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 Australian
Championships Competitor
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 2nd place
2015 Worlds 5 Changshu China
2016 Worlds 6 Leeville Louisiana USA
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden
Tony started fishing in the Hobie Kayak Bream
Series in 2010 coming second in his first
tournament at Bemm River in Victoria. He doesn’t
have experience targetting European Perch or Pike
but you can never write off this phenomenal angler.

SIMON MORLEY

JACK GAMMIE

BULLI, NSW

BEROWRA HTS, NSW

2014, 2016, 2017 Australian Championships
2014 Australian Angler of the Year
2017 3rd place Australian Angler of the Year
2014 Worlds 4 Amsterdam Netherlands
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden

2017 Australian Championship
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 8th place
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden

Simon started fishing in the Hobie Kayak Bream
Series in 2010. His favourite species to target
is Bream and his top location in Bemm River in
Victoria. He has had limited experience targetting
Pike and Perch at the HFW4 in Amsterdam in
2014 but Simon is a true pro and will finish well
up the world’s leaderboard.

GLENN ALLEN

Jack is still in the youth division of the Hobie
kayak Bream Series and has performed
exceptionally well this year with consistent top
finishes throughout the series. This will be Jack’s
first experience representing his country and
targetting European Pike and Perch. Sweden in
2017 is very likely to be Jack’s first of many world
championships representing Australia.

STEVEN PRYKE

KILLARNEY VALE, NSW

LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC

2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 Australian
Championships
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 6th place
2015 Worlds 5 Changshu China
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden

2017 Australian Championship
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 4th place
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden

Glenn started the Hobie Kayak Bream Series in
2011, his favourite species to target are Bream
and Australian Bass. He has a limited amount of
experience chasing Pike while in England a few
years ago. Glenn is a seasoned worlds competitor
and has the class and does the research that
could see him on the podium in Sweden.

MARK YOUNG

Steven started competing in the Hobie Kayak
Bream Series in 2014 when he was just 16 years
old. His favourite species are bream and estuary
perch. Steven is an exceptionally quick learner
and there is absolutely no doubt he will be one
of Australia’s elite kayak anglers for many years
to come. The Pike and Perch in Sweden will be a
challenge to Steven but as we recently saw when
he competed for Team Australia in the China
Open this young gun is one to watch.

RICHARD BENSON

KINCUMBER, NSW

NEWCASTLE, NSW

2015, 2016, 2017 Australian Championships
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 5th place
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden

2017 Australian Championship
2017 Australian Angler of the Year 7th place
2018 Worlds 7 Amal Sweden

Mark started the Hobie Kayak Bream Series in
2015. He has no experience fishing outside of
Australia and the two species that he will fish for
in Europe will be a first up challenge for him. But
Mark is determined not to let the opportunity to
pass him by without taking a serious shot at the
world title.

Richard started the Hobie Kayak Bream Series in
2017 and has had an amazing year. He finished
in 7th place on the Australian Angler of the Year
standings. He qualified for HFW8 in Sweden,
qualified to compete in the Sootie Grunter Barra
Bash in North Queensland next year and recently
competed in the 2017 Australian Championship in
WA. An amazing rookie year.
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